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 Marathon is a small town in Michigan, and HARRY WALTZ, 

65, a widower, is a loan shark.  He has always been a loan 

shark, from the age of fourteen when he lent someone a 

dollar and was paid back $1.10.  Young Harry found the 

process elegant, straight-forward, honorable – and he was 

forever hooked. 

 

 Everywhere he looks these days, times are tough, and 

he is in one of those not uncommon professions that profit 

from the misfortune of others.  But Harry is a 

compassionate man, lending money and support when all 

others refuse, and he understands the souls of the people 

who owe him.  He knows they need the money, but he knows 

they also need to prove they can pay it back.  When they 

can’t pay it back, Harry doesn’t break arms or legs like 

other loan sharks.  He may repossess, he may refinance, but 

he will never resort to violence.  He is a man of honor, 

and he will count on the honor of other men to stay in 

business; that is as it has always been. 

 

 Harry’s late wife Louise died during the birth of 

their second son EUGENE, now 34.  His beloved other son, 

the brilliant and talented Monroe Waltz, was killed in 

Iraq.  An uneasy peace exists now between Harry and Eugene, 

the last of the Waltzes.  Uneasy, because Harry’s second 

son, also a loan shark in nearby Flint, has turned out to 

be a cheap hoodlum. 

 

 Just as Harry is slipping irrevocably into the lonely, 

passionless existence of the widower, he meets MARY HALE, 

43, a local attorney and sister of one of his clients.  
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Harry is intrigued by this strong, self-sufficient woman, 

and Mary is equally fascinated by this strange man who, in 

the violent world of loan sharking, believes in the honor 

system.  She senses great shyness and innocence in Harry, 

and this attracts her all the more.  Awkwardly, guardedly, 

Waltz and Mary move toward each other, neither of them 

prepared for (or entirely pleased by) this intrusion of 

romance in their lives. 

 

 As Harry’s business is inevitably a coercive one, it 

is populated with many unsavory characters far less 

inclined to Harry’s non-violent philosophy.  PAUL 

VERMILLION, 45, is a smooth, wealthy, cold-blooded gangster 

from Flint who, though he admires Harry and respects his 

legend, would love to be the man who runs old man Waltz out 

of business. 

 

 Harry’s familiar routine is shattered one day, and his 

values forever challenged when Vermillion tells him, with 

all due respect, that his son Eugene is committing serious 

crimes.  “Why are you such a gentleman,” he asks Waltz, 

“and your son such a violent thug?” 

 

 Harry confronts an arrogant, unrepentant Eugene and 

painfully concludes that for Eugene’s own good, and for the 

good of others, his only living son would be better off in 

jail.  He asks Vermillion to arrange with police to catch 

Eugene in the act of committing a crime.  In doing so, 

Waltz compromises himself to the gangster Vermillion (who 

sees Harry’s request as a sure sign of senility).  Soon 

afterward, Eugene is captured during a robbery and 

imprisoned. 

 

 Harry’s world begins to shift even more unexpectedly; 

Mary Hale turns up pregnant.  Then – perhaps most 

disturbingly – his entire lending business is in jeopardy.  
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The honor system has apparently broken down, because 

Harry’s clients are suddenly refusing to pay him back.  All 

of them.  Waltz, now about to become a new father at sixty-

five, feels deserted by his own values. 

 

 As Harry and Mary are forced to examine their future 

together (and that of their unborn child), Mary urges 

Waltz’s reconciliation with Eugene, insisting that Harry 

must first resolve that relationship before she will marry 

him and be a mother to his child. 

 

 Through Mary’s legal efforts, Eugene is released from 

jail into Harry’s protective custody, and at long last it 

appears that father and son may be coming together.  Then, 

from Paul Vermillion (who’s behind the mysterious breakdown 

of Harry’s business), Eugene leans that it was his father 

who sent him to prison...  

 

 How Eugene reacts, how Waltz saves his business, and 

how everyone comes to terms with love, parenthood, and 

personal honor is at the heart and climax of WALTZ IN 

MARATHON. 

 

 Even in a violent world, Harry must somehow teach his 

son that violence is never the right solution...  

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


